MECHANICAL DESIGN OF A 3D PRINTED, SEMI-SHROUDED, CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR IMPELLER FOR SUPERCritical CO2 APPLICATION

ABSTRACT
A novel, partially-shrouded centrifugal impeller has been developed which incorporates a self-recirculating casing treatment for improved operation near the critical point in an sCO2 power cycle. This novel impeller design results in unique mechanical design challenges when working to the limits of traditional 2-piece manufacturing. In particular, the semi-shrouded impeller geometry creates a high stress region at the interface of the shroud and the blade tips. Traditional two-piece impeller manufacturing, where the shroud is attached to bladed disk via welding or brazing, results in sharp corner at the weld joint and excessively high stresses. 3D printing was identified as a manufacturing method with sufficient geometric freedom to allow the incorporation of a large fillet at the blade/shroud interface to reduce stresses to acceptable levels. A complete structural analysis of the stage was completed and is presented here. The impeller was designed specifically to operate high pressures, and avoid resonances from inlet guide vanes (IGV’s) and vanes in the casing treatment cavity. A successful mechanical design was partially demonstrated through scale manufacturing and testing of the stage in air.

INTRODUCTION
A wide-range compressor is particularly valuable for supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2) Brayton power cycles which operate near the critical point to reduce the compression work. Near the critical point, small changes of gas conditions including temperature and pressure near the critical point can cause large effects on the compressor aerodynamic performance. Therefore, the compressor needs to design to stably operate over a wide-range of suction conditions.

Compressor operating range, surge limit or stall line, is characterized by the onset of stall at low-flow which can occur in the impeller, diffuser, and/or volute depending on the design of the stage. Various concepts to extend the stall margin have been developed. Variable inlet guide vanes (Steinke and Crouse, 1967) are commonly used to allow turndown at constant pressure, variable position diffuser vanes (William and Huang, 1989; Jian and Whitfield, 1992) to delay the onset of diffuser stall, and passive and active casing treatments (Pinsley et al., 1990; Fisher, 1988; Hunziker, 2001; Sivagnanasundaram et al., 2014) to address inducer stall.

A super-critical CO2 Brayton cycle was proposed as part of US Department of Energy (DOE) Apollo program, to improve the viability of concentrating solar power. A compressor was designed to meet the cycle requirements. Initial aerodynamic assessment showed that the range of the impeller could be improved by adding a self-recirculating casing treatment to the inlet of the compressor. This technique is often applied to open impeller, but at the high pressures in a sCO2 Brayton cycle, covered impellers are required to maximize efficiency.

In order to integrate a self-recirculating casing treatment with a covered impeller, a novel semi-shrouded impeller was designed for the sCO2 application (Jung and Pelton, 2016;
Pelton et al., 2017). As shown in figure 1, the axial inducer portion of the compressor is unshrouded and interfaces with the stationary casing to create a slot on the shroud where flow can enter or exit the main flowpath. This flowpath opening is connected by a vaned cavity to another slot in the inlet. This allows low momentum fluid in the inducer to recirculate back to inlet which locally increases the flow rate at the inlet and delays the onset of inducer stall. In addition, a number of straight guide vane are included in the cavity to improve performance of the casing treatment.

It is common practice for large covered impellers to be manufactured using a two pieces process. The two pieces are a machined hub with blades and a matching shroud. The shroud is then joined to the bladed disc by one of several processes such as brazing, welding, or a combination of the two. Manufacturing of two piece impellers have the advantage that the individual pieces can be made cost effectively via traditionally 3 or 5 axis milling. Two piece impellers manufactured with this process suffer from several potential issues.

First, the size of the fillet between the blade and the shroud is limited and cannot be very large. Second, the quality of the joint is not consistent and must be carefully inspected on every part. Since the intersection between the blades and the shroud is often a high stress region, the lack of a fillet and uncertain joint quality require substantial margin must be included in the structural design to ensure adequate life. For the semi-shrouded design, it was also found that a significant potential stress concentration at the intersection between the shroud leading edge and the top of the blade. Therefore, it was necessary to identify an appropriate manufacturing option for this type of impeller geometry.

It was initially considered to use a single piece manufactured impeller. Impellers can be made in one piece to avoid the limitation of 2 piece impellers via casting or integral machining. Cast impellers may be a reasonable option for high volume production but are not cost effective for small production orders. Integral machining, where the impeller is machined from a single piece of material, can be very costly and often requires the flowpath geometry to be modified to match the manufacturing limitations. 3D printing has appeared as another option to produce covered impellers which can be cost effective for small production orders and does not typically require flowpath modification to match the process capabilities.

Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) is 3D printing technique that can build metal parts layer by layer so it is possible to design geometries with challenging internal or complex features that could not be cast or machined. DMLS produces strong, durable parts in a variety kind of alloys including, Ti-6AL-4V, Inconel 718 and stainless steel 17-4 PH, etc. Also with DMLS, materials that are very hard to machined, such as Inconel, can be used widely for little additional cost. Material testing (Gibbin et al., 2016; Emuakpor et al.,2015; Becker et al.,2015) shows that DMLS parts can maintain very good material continuity not only at the bulk material but also at the material transition such as the joint at the shroud and blades. The material test showed that the DMLS parts have both good yield strength and fatigue strength.

MECHANICAL DESIGN CHALLENGES OF TWO-PIECE IMPELLERS

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) on a conventional, fully shrouded compressor was conducted to understand the typical stress distribution in an impeller. External loads including centrifugal load and pressure load were applied to the compressor. The normalized effective stress that defined as the ratio between the effective stresses divided by the maximum effective stress in the impeller, plotted in figure 2, shows that peak stresses develop along the shroud/blade interface. Typical industrial impellers have shown that if the peak stress is kept below 75% of yield, that adequate service life can be achieved. The life is more accurately predicted with a low cycle fatigue analysis, which for this application targets a life of 20 year service. These stress and life calculations assume a perfect joint between the impeller and the blades with the same strength as the base material. Any defect in the shroud joint will reduce the expected life of the impeller and must be quantified and accounted for in the design and manufacture of the stage.

![Figure 2 Normalized Effective Stress of a Selected Compressor Impeller](image)

Electron Beam Welding (EBW) was considered as a manufacturing option to give the best joint strength for two-piece impellers. EBW is a thermal joining process that produces a weld by a beam of high energy electrons to heat the joint location and create the weld. A perfect EB welded joint will typically have strength near 100% of the base material, voids or cracks can occasionally be found at the joint leading to high stress concentrations. An example of ultrasonic (UT) inspection of the weld joint on an EBW impeller is shown in figure 3. Incomplete attachment of the shroud to the blades is evident in several locations, see circled regions.
The voids in the weld joint can be considered as cracks due to their shape, and analysed as such to assess the life of an impeller with an incomplete weld. Based on crack propagation theory, if the crack is bigger than the threshold length, it will grow when subject to dynamic load. The crack threshold length, \( a \), can be determined using equation (1) (Dowling, N., 2007), where \( K \) is the material crack intensity factor, \( S_g \) is the stress magnitude, and \( F \) is the shape function.

\[
\alpha = \frac{k^2}{\pi(FS_g)^2} \tag{1}
\]

Based on the stress level and the material fracture toughness, the threshold crack length was found to be around 0.5 mm. And the UT scan shows there are a couple of cracks that are longer than 0.5mm. Thus, the crack growth was expected at the high stress fillets of the compressor. Based on equation (1), the crack intensity factor can be calculated using equation (2).

\[
K = F S_g \sqrt{\pi a} \tag{2}
\]

From equation (2), crack intensity factor could calculated if the stress and crack length are known. In addition, the crack growth rate can be found using crack growth rate vs. crack intensity factor curves after knowing the crack intensity. Based on the UT scan measurement, the calculated cycles for the cracks to penetrate through the blade and shroud joint for the impeller shown in figure 3 would be about a year, which was matched by the field data.

The following characteristics of DMLS make it an attractive method to be used in the high power and loads application.

1. **Expanded geometric design freedom:** 3D printing allows for geometric freedom to reduce the stress level of a DMLS impeller to be much smaller than an EBW part at the same condition. Generally speaking, the peak stress concentration in a shrouded compressor impeller exists at the fillet where the shroud and blade join together. The fillet size of EBW joint is minimal, at only about 0.5mm, which greatly increases the stress concentration factor. For a DMLS impeller a large fillet can be used and the stress concentration factor at the fillet can be much smaller than an EBW compressor.

2. **Good material strength:** Material test shows that DMLS parts maintain consistent density and are free of large voids. Figure 5 (Allison et al., 2014) shows a section cut through a DMLS manufactured compressor, and no void or cracks are evident. Thus, greatly increases the compressor fatigue life comparing an EBW compressor that may have cracks at the joint as shown in figure 3.
3. **Cost effective:** With little additional manufacturing cost, impellers can be produced using materials which is difficult to be machined. For high pressure and high temperature CO2 applications, high corrosion and oxidation resistance are needed. Typically Inconel alloys are used which are usually hard to machine, but easy to print.

**DESIGN CONSIDERATION**

The cycle that this stage was designed for requires the compressor to operate at discharge pressure around 170 bar. A static structural FEA model was setup to calculate the static state stress to make sure the compressor’s maximum stress is below the acceptable level. The impeller was designed to manage both the static loads including the pressure load and centrifugal load and possible dynamic excitations from vanes of casing treatment.

![Figure 6 DMLS Impeller with Inducer Unshrouded](image)

Figure 6 shows the final 3D semi-shrouded impeller model for sCO2 application. The DMLS design incorporates a carefully designed transition between the blade and the shroud leading edge. To reduce the stress level at the joint between the blade and shroud, the size of the fillet is increased to reduce the stress concentration and at the same time, increasing the joint stiffness. It was successfully designed and manufactured via DMLS printing.

As a comparison, the EBW compressor is shown in as figure 7 which has a small 0.5mm fillet. As for the stress induced by the centrifugal load, it can be optimized by reducing the mass at the compressor outer diameter and the compressor hub. The material selection for the compressor is Ti-6Al-4V, which can greatly reduce the stress from centrifugal load comparing to a stainless steel material.

In order to avoid dynamic excitation, the blade thickness at the inducer, where there is no shroud, must be carefully managed to avoid the excitation frequency. In order to have more space to increase the blade thickness of the main blades to avoid dynamic excitation, splitter blades are used as shown in figure 2. The splitter blades are fully covered by the shroud so as to have a high natural frequency to avoid the dynamic excitation.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

A FEA was conducted for the compressor using commercial FEA software. A cyclic symmetric model was built by cut one flow path section from the compressor. The pressure load was applied to the cyclic model based on the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model. The centrifugal load of the compressor also applied to the model based on the maximum operating speed. Figure 8 shows the boundary conditions of the model.
Two cases were evaluated with the same boundary conditions. First, an EBW type geometry with the shroud/blade fillet limited to 0.5mm. The other case is with 1.7 mm fillets at the “T” joint between the blades and the shroud at the inducer, which is the case of DMLS. For comparison of the effect of different fillets size at the inducer “T” joint, both of the two cases are optimized for centrifugal loads. Both of the two cases have the same main blade thickness to avoid dynamic excitations.

The effective stress of the EBW compressor with 0.5 mm fillets at the inducer of the shroud and blade joint is shown in figure 9. The stress at the inducer fillet of the shroud and blade joint is 990 MPa, or 116% of yield, with very high stress concentration and fails to meet acceptable design criterion.

The bigger fillet at the blade and shroud joint not only reduces the stress concentration factor but also increases the bending stiffness of the joint, thus greatly reduced the effective stress at the join comparing to the EBW compressor.

To ensure that the impeller avoids dynamic excitation from the stationary vanes of the casing treatment, Singh’s Advanced Frequency Evaluation (SAFE) diagram is used to examine possible interference between the excitation frequency and the compressor natural frequency. (Bertini et al., 2016; Wang et al., 1999) To evaluate the natural frequencies of the compressor, a pre-stress modal analysis was conducted right after the static structural analysis. The compressor is designed to avoid the first four engine order excitations. The first blade mode of the compressor is shown as in figure 11. The natural frequency is more than 15,000 Hz, which is much higher than the 4th engine order frequency at around 2,000 Hz.
The SAFE diagram is created based on the excitation and compressor natural frequency, shown as in figure 12. The compressor has eight cyclic symmetric sections, thus there are 4 nodal lines in the SAFE diagram. It can be seen that the first blade mode is at 15,000 Hz. There are two disk modes under the first blade mode and they are all higher than 5,000 Hz, which is above the 10th engine order. The current casing treatment vane count selection is 21, as shown in figure 10. It can be seen from the SAFE diagram that all the compressor modes have large separation margin from 21 vane excitation frequency. Thus, it is a robust design by using 21 vanes for the casing treatment at the aspect of dynamic excitation to the compressor.

Figure 12 SAFE Diagram of DMLS Impeller
The optimized impeller geometry was printed in IN 625 for shop testing. Figure 13 shows the final printed and machined impeller. Care was taken during final machining to ensure a smooth transition from the machined surfaces to the printed flowpath at the shroud leading edge interface with the blade where the peak stress is predicted. Before testing the impeller was inspected and over speed tested to 115% of running speed. The impeller was subsequently tested in air, at full speed and has accumulated about 40 hrs of operation.

Figure 13 3D Printed Semi-shrouded Compressor Impeller

CONCLUSIONS
A semi-shrouded impeller has a unique mechanical design was developed. The semi-shrouded design has an interface between the leading edge of the shroud and the blade tip that leads to a potentially large stress concentration that is unique to this style compressor. EBW was shown not to be a viable manufacturing process for this type of impeller since only a small fillet can be created at the blade/shroud joint. Additionally, potential imperfections in the EBW joint further reduce the expected life of a two-piece impeller.

A 3D printable impeller geometry was developed to improve the structural characteristic of the stage. DMLS provides the geometry freedom to optimize the compressor to reduce the stress concentration and increase structural stiffness to reduce the stress level. For the DMLS compressor designed by Hanwha Power Systems, the maximum stress was reduced to less than 1/3 of the stress in an EBW compressor at the same condition. 3D printing was demonstrated to produce a material with microstructure free of major voids or cracks, yielding much better material continuity at the high stress regions near the shroud than can be achieved with EBW. Therefore 3D printing has enabled production of novel semi-shrouded impeller geometry that could not be designed with adequate strength using traditional 2-piece manufacturing methods. This result demonstrate that DMLS can provide a feasible solution for the shrouded compressors under high load conditions, such as sCO2 with high pressure and high temperature, where an EBW compressor could encounter excessive stress due to its geometry limitation.

NOMENCLATURE
- \( a \): Crack threshold length
- \( K \): Material crack intensity factor
- \( S \): Stress magnitude
- \( F \): Shape function

ACRONYMS
- IGV’s: inlet guide vanes
- sCO\(_2\): Supercritical carbon dioxide
- DOE: US Department of Energy
- DMLS: Direct Metal Laser Sintering
- EBW: Electron Beam Welding
- UT: Ultrasonic
- FEA: Finite element analysis
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